Recommended Student Readings from the Clinical Social Work Journal

The list below comprises exceptional papers from the Clinical Social Work Journal that are highly suitable as assigned student readings. This in-depth clinical compilation encompasses articles from 2005 to the present, organized according to the Council on Social Work Education’s (CSWE) Education Policy and Accreditation Standards (EPAS). This list is a valuable resource for students and educators, and may serve as a guideline for MSW class readings, CSWE re-accreditation, and other professional development efforts. All these papers are available on the journal's homepage (http://www.springer.com/journal/10615) to users whose academic institutions have arranged for e-access. Contact your librarian for further information on the availability of the journal's content.

You can also find us on Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/CSWJournal) and on Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/ClinicalSocialWorkJournal), where you can browse our complete collection of articles—nearly 40 years of content.
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